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PROTECTION GUIDE

with FILA. Specially developed products, that don’t change the materials’ appearance 
, and maintain all the stone’s original beauty.

Choosing NSTONE means using a reconstituted stone made by means of an exclusive 
process, which skilfully blends natural ingredients – marble chips, Portland cement and water. 
Its capability for creating customised materials, uniform colour and high production capacity 
make NSTONE an ideal partner for major construction projects.

WASHING AFTER LAYING
FILACLEANER  (coverage: 50 m²; dilution 1:20)

grout, adhesive, etc... For this purpose Fila recommends FILACLEANER  neutral detergent diluted 
1:20. Avoid using acids. Even if diluted, acids tend to corrode the surface.

NATURAL FINISH WATER REPELLENT - OUTDOOR APPLICATION
HYDROREP  and SALVATERRAZZA ®  (solvent-based, coverage: 10-20 m²; undiluted) 
Spread a coat of HYDROREP
using SALVATERRAZZA ®  after 24 hours, during the application, work into the surface with a 
cloth within 5 minutes so as dry it and remove any excess product thoroughly. The surface can be 
walked on after 8/12 hours.

MAINTENANCE
FILACLEANER  (coverage: 50 m²; dilution 1:30)
For regular cleaning, dilute FILACLEANER
for 5 minutes, work with white disc. Rinse with fresh water.

EXTRAORDINARY MAINTENANCE
Remove any stains using FILASR95  or FILANO SPOT  stain removers. Treatment does 
not protect the material from acid attack.  To keep a high performance of the protection, it is 
recommended to reapply one coat of SALVATERRAZZA  once a year.
Before the application of the protector SALVATERRAZZA , we recommend a preliminary 
wash with a neutral detergent (i.e. FILACLEANER  diluted 1:30 or 200mL in a 5 L bucket of 
water).

the information above re�ects our latest technical know-how and is the outcome of ongoing laboratory research and testing. However, some factors are beyond our control. it is essential to integrate our suggestions with your own 
preliminary spot tests and checks. 
Fila always guarantees the quality of its products but accepts no liability for improper use.
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Green Care is Fila’s major project for the protection of the
environment: a multiplicity of eco-friendly actions the company
implements at all levels, from production to solutions, and from
the use to the disposal of products.
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The finest Nstone surface can be kept at their beautiful 
best if you protect them with FILA. Specially developed 
products, that don’t change the material’s appearance 
because they don’t create a surface film and maintain 
all the stone’s original beauty.


